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THIS YEAR MILK_SHAKE CELEBRATES WORLD BEE DAY 
WITH BEE KIND CAMPAIGN TO RAISE AWARENESS 

on the importance of preserving honeybees and other pollinators.

We need bees and they need us
Imagine a grey world without almonds, apples, or fragrant flowers...

Sounds terrible, right?
Unfortunately, that’s the shocking future we face if we don’t work to help our most precious pollinator: bees. 

Far from being a niche concern, bees lie at the heart of our survival – and they have been dying at unprecedented rates. 
Their hard work is not only essential to healthy ecosystems, but to sustaining animal and human life too.

Without Bees, We'd Lose:

100%   Almonds
90%   Apples
90%  Onions 
90%  Blueberries
90%  Cucumbers
90%  Carrots*

*Source: Honey Bee Colony Collapse 
Disorder, Renee Johnson, Congressional 
Research Service 2010.

3 WAY YOU CAN BEE KIND to BEES

Plant a Bee Garden

One of the largest threats to bees is a lack of safe habitat where they can build 
homes and find a variety of nutritious food sources. By planting a bee garden, 
you can create a mini habitat with plants that are rich in pollen and nectar. You don’t 
need a ton of space to grow bee-friendly plants — gardens can be established 
across yards and in window boxes, flower pots, and planters. 

Support Local Beekeepers

Local beekeepers work hard to nurture their bees and the local community. The 
easiest way to show your appreciation is to buy locally-made honey and 
beeswax products. Many beekeepers use products from their hives to create 
soaps, lotions, and beeswax candles. Plus, local honey is not only delicious — it 
is made from local flora and may help with seasonal allergies! 

Give Beehives and Native Bee Homes

Keep honeybees, nurture native bees, or help gardens and schools around the 
U.S. and Canada grow food and strengthen local environments. z.one concept 
as part of BEE KIND initiative is partnering with The Bee Conservancy to sponsor 
a hive program to create safe havens for the precious pollinators.

1
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love bees, love our world
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Bee kind 
incredible milk 

$99.00 
Salon Value $115.50

6 incredible milk BEE Kind Edition 5.1 oz
FREE products
1  incredible milk BEE Kind Edition 5.1 oz 
7 wildflower seed packets
1 shelf talker
1 bee kind salon decoration kit of 3
1 brochure 

SAVE
14%

Support our cause 

BY PURCHASING 
the special limited edition of our best-selling 
leave-in treatment 

milk_shake® incredible milk 
you are contributing to protecting bee species 
and guaranteeing a better future for our planet.

In order to support the bees, milk_shake is partnering with The Bee Conservancy, 
a nonprofit organization dedicated to protecting bees, safeguarding 
the environment, and securing food justice through education, research, 
habitat creation, and advocacy.

50 cents of each Limited Edition Incredible Milk sold, will be donated to 
Sponsor-a-Hive program that places native bee homes and honeybee hives 
across the U.S. and Canada to empower underserved communities to grow 
food, bolster local ecology, and protect this vital keystone species.

To encourage our 
milk_shake community to 

get involved in protecting the 
bees, each milk_shake Bee 

Kind Incredible Milk will 
come with pack of wildflower 

seeds can be planted in 
gardens and flower pots.
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INTENSITY ••

INTENSITY •

cold brunette
presents

The active ingredients enhance the natural beauty of the hair leaving it soft and shiny

/  moringa oil: originally from the Himalayas, it is rich in oleic 
 and fatty acids
/  Integrity 41®: sunflower seed antioxidant complex that 
 guarantees long-lasting colour over time
/  milk proteins: supplement and condition the hair's structure
/  quinoa proteins: protect colour and prevent fading 
 increasing the manageability and shine of the hair
/  amino acid complex: helps to fortify hair by preventing 
 breakage
/  rice oil: recognized for its antioxidant properties, it nourishes 
 and conditions the hair

When brown hair is coloured or lightened, red and yellow
melanin comes through as residual pigments,

creating unwanted warm tones in the hair.

The blue pigments contained in the new milk_shake® cold brunette range:
/ counteract red/orange tones in brown hair / remove unwanted warm tones

/ make cool toning treatments last longer

IDEAL FOR NATURAL OR COLOUR-TREATED BROWN, 
LIGHT BROWN OR DARK BLOND HAIR

SPECIFIC SHAMPOO FOR BROWN HAIR

Use: apply evenly over damp hair, leave in for a few minutes, then rinse. 
For a more intense result, leave in for a few minutes more.
Proceed with cold brunette conditioner.

SPECIFIC CONDITIONER FOR BROWN HAIR

Use: after cleansing, apply to damp hair and leave in for a few
minutes, then rinse. For a more intense result, leave in for a few 
minutes more.
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before after

THE SWEET AND ENVELOPING SUGAR
FRAGRANCE

GIVES A DELICIOUS HAPPY MOMENT OF JOY 
DURING APPLICATION

Integrity 41® – Hydroglycolic sunflower seed extract, rich in antioxidant polyphenols.   Amino acid complex* – Amino acid complex derived from wheat and soy (Fision KeraVeg18).

Cold Brunette Intro 
$170.50 
Salon Value $219.80

4 cold brunette shampoo 10.1 oz  $16.00
4 cold brunette conditioner 8.4 oz  $17.00
SAVE 50% 
1 cold brunette shampoo 33.8 oz  $36.00
1 cold brunette conditioner 33.8 oz $41.00
FREE marketing materials
6 cold brunette shampoo foil pack  0.80
6 cold brunette conditioner foil pack 0.80
1 easel card 
1 cold brunette brochure 
1 cold brunette poster

SAVE
22%
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Energizing Blend Spring Duo
$33.00 / Salon Value $40.00 

energizing shampoo 10.1 oz
energizing conditioner 10.1 oz
FREE products
lifestyling amazing 1.7 oz
cotton cosmetic bag

Color Care Spring Duo
$27.00 / Salon Value $34.00 

color maintainer shampoo 10.1 oz
color maintainer conditioner 10.1 oz
FREE products
lifestyling amazing 1.7 oz
cotton cosmetic bag

Silver Shine Spring Duo
$33.00 Salon Value $40.00

silver shine shampoo 10.1 oz
silver shine conditioner 8.4 oz
FREE products
lifestyling amazing 1.7 oz
cotton cosmetic bag

Integrity Spring Duo
$33.00 / Salon Value 40.00

integrity nourishing shampoo 10.1 oz
integrity nourishing conditioner 10.1 oz
FREE products
lifestyling amazing 1.7 oz
cotton cosmetic bag

Moisture Plus Spring Duo
$33.00 / Salon Value $40.00

moisture plus shampoo 10.1 oz
moisture plus conditioner 8.4 oz
FREE products
lifestyling amazing 1.7 oz
cotton cosmetic bag

Spring duos
FREE 
products

2 free gifts with any duo purchase
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BACK BAR SALE
Choose from:
color maintainer shampoo 33.8 oz
color maintainer conditioner 33.8 oz
leave in conditioner  33.8 oz
daily frequent shampoo 33.8 oz
daily frequent conditioner 33.8 oz

$21.78 / Reg. $33.50

volume solution shampoo 33.8 oz
volume solution conditioner 33.8 oz
silver shampoo 33.8 oz
silver shine light shampoo 33.8 oz
moisture plus shampoo 33.8 oz

$22.75 / Reg. $35.00

moisture plus conditioner 33.8 oz
silver shine conditioner 33.8 oz 

$26.65 / Reg. $41.00

SAVE
35%

We have exciting news 
to share with our salon partners! 

We at milk_shake understand the importance of saving money 
whenever possible. The more money you save, the more you can 
bring home. This is why we've decided to run our most aggressively 
priced Liter Sale 3 times a year beginning now. This will give you the 
opportunity to save 35% off our liter pricing in order to help drive 
down the cost of restocking your backbar! This is yet another way we 
are committed to helping you and your salon be more profitable, 
while offering clients the best products available.

integrity nourishing shampoo 33.8 oz
integrity nourishing conditioner 33.8 oz

$24.05 / Reg. $37.00
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Curly Hair Kit
$63.00 
Salon Value $79.00

1 Lifestyling strong hold spray 16.8 oz
1 Lifestyling shaping foam 8.4 oz
1 Lifestyling curl perfectioninst 5.1 oz
1 Lifestyling let it shine 6.8 oz
1 Lifestyling amazing curl & waves 6.8 oz
1 Lifestyling brochure

SAVE
20%

Smooth Hair Kit
$64.80 
Salon Value $81.00

1 Lifestyling medium hold spray 16.8 oz
1 Lifestyling dry shampoo 4.75 oz
1 Lifestyling smoothing cream 5.1 oz
1 Lifestyling thermo protecting spray 6.8 oz
1 Lifestyling amazing 6.8 oz
1 Lifestyling brochure 

SAVE
20%
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1 treatment 3 different services

perfectly straight 
silky hair service

–– ideal for clients who want straight hair
–– improves the condition of the hair
–– gives shine
–– makes hair easy to manage, even at 
    home
–– lasts 3 to 5 months

anti-frizz 
service

–– ideal for clients who want to remove   
     volume and frizz
–– improves the condition of the hair
–– gives shine
–– makes hair easy to manage at home
–– lasts 3 to 5 months

perfect curls 
service

–– ideal for clients who love their curls and  
     just want greater control
–– eliminates frizz
–– improves the condition of the hair
–– gives shine
–– lasts 3 months

K Respect 
ANTI FRIZZ duos 
$72.00 
Salon Value $138.00

3 K respect shampoo 8.4 oz
SAVE 50% 
3 K respect conditioner 8.4 oz
FREE materials
6 K respect dispenser 8.4 oz

K Respect 
TREATMENT 
$124.00 
Salon Value $248.00

2 K respect treatment 8.4 oz
1 K respect preparing shampoo 25 oz
1 technical guide

SAVE
50%

SAVE
47%

before

after

before

after

before

after



/ innovative black cream lightener 
/ lifts up to 7 levels
/ black colouring cream with a double 
  action
/ charcoal and pigments inhibit the warm  
  tones
/ leaves hair healthy and nourished

LEVEL 9 1.1 lb

/ extra-high-lift powder
/ suitable for all lightening techniques
/ intense lift up to 9 levels
/ counteracts residual warm tones
/ doesn’t run or expand
/ protects and conditions hair 

BLACK LIGHTENING CREAM 7.0 oz

/ versatile, dust-free formula
/ lifts up to 6 levels
/ reduces brassiness or golden tones
/ doesn’t run, expand or dry out
/ easy to blend
/ protects and conditions hair

BLUE LIGHTENING POWDER 2.2 lb

Now $34.90 / Reg. $49.90

LIGHTENING POWDER 1.1 lb

/ versatile, dust-free formula
/ lifts up to 6 levels
/ doesn’t run, expand or dry out
/ easy to blend
/ leaves hair soft, manageable and shiny

Now $20.90 / Reg. $29.90

Now $23.10 / Reg. $33.00

/ suitable for all freehand techniques
/ creates a barrier for precise results 
/ lifts up to 4 levels
/ doesn't run or expand 
/ protects and conditions hair

CLAY BALAYAGE LIGHTENER 0.9 lb

Now $23.10 / Reg. $33.00

SAVE 30% on 
Decologic Lighteners

SAVE
30%

Now $22.40 / Reg. $32.00

10



Find us on social media 

@milkshakehairpro 

Share Your Creations 

Tag us for a chance to make it on our Instagram feed 

@milkshakehairpro

11

Time to be social
Connect with us

@haus_of_jools@colorme_nichole

@alexa_does_hair

@salonmyst

@stylesbystephllc @andrewsmithhairstylist
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Multicolor + Age Renew
$156.00 
Salon Value $509.50

24  no inhibition multicolor 3.4 oz
FREE products
1  age renew revitalizing treatment 12 x 0.68 oz
1  age renew additive 16.8 oz

SAVE
69% Turn back time 

with Age Renew treatment

- Strengthen and nourish the hair for 
  maximum shine;
- Maintain the moisture balance of 
  the scalp and hair;
- Protect hair color, whether natural or 
  cosmetic;
- Decrease the porosity of the hair;
- Protect hair from pollution and UV rays.

Creative Color + 
Color Whipped Cream
$240.00 
Salon Value $372.00

24 creative permanent color 3.4 oz
FREE products
12 Color Whipped Cream 3.4 oz*

SAVE
33%

*one of each shade
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Education events
 MAY 2022  JUNE 2022

ACADEMY EVENT 
Monday May 9, 2022, 10:00am – 2:00pm EST
FORMAL ATTIRE Creative Up-Styling
Braiding Hands On Class
Deconstructed to classic Vintage, this session is dedicated to the key 
elements in preparation of products , tools and or accessories needed 
for complete success. During the Hands-on Session Jaclyn Lopes  
(milk-shake PRO Artist ) will take you step by step through 2 different 
fun and creative looks.
Attendee investment: $175.00 or 175 reward points.
Includes: Morning coffee / Snacks / Mannequin, 
(Limited Capacity 20 stylists)
For ticket sales: call 973-396-2654

ACADEMY EVENT
Monday May 16, 2022, 10:00am – 4:00pm EST
911 COLOR CORRECTION
During this hands-on seminar milk-shake PRO Artist Charlene Main 
will focus on the color correction tools needed to overcome any 
challenges that come your way. Learn the formulations needed to re-
pigment, de-colorize, achieve ultimate grey coverage or simply lock in 
your hair color. Overcome these challenges and obtain great results.
Attendee investment: $150.00 or 150 reward points.
Includes: Morning coffee / Lunch / Mannequin,
(Limited Capacity 20 stylists)
For ticket sales: call 973-396-2654
 

@milkshakehairpro
Monday May 23, 2022, 12:00 EST
Summer Blondes with Decologic Lighteners
Join us as we share the Decologic Lightening System options for the 
Ultimate Summer Blonde locks. Using a combination of Balayage & 
Foilyage techniques, this session will open the Creative process to 
achieve the most current blonde/on trend looks and explore the many 
toning capabilities of the milk_shake PRO color portfolio.

Tuesday May 17, 2022, 8:00pm EST
K-Respect Smoothing System
milk_shake® k-respect keratin system is the innovative smoothing anti-
frizz system for all hair types. Its specific formula guarantees the best 
result to eliminate frizz and give smooth hair from 3 to 5 months. Tune 
in to this zoom for a better understanding on the many possibilities of 
k-respect keratin smoothing system.
Register in advance for this meeting:

ACADEMY EVENT
Sunday/ Monday June 5 & 6 2022, 10:00am – 4:00pm EST
“Color ur Cut Experience” Hands on Event
Do you Color You Cut or Cut Your Color? Learn the difference of each 
approach by deciding what your desired outcome is going to be. During 
this 2-day seminar we will share one vision on thinking ahead and why. 
Visit the principles of coloring and cutting. Learn 2 color placements 
and 2 cutting Techniques While understanding the marriage of both.
Attendee investment: $ 595.00 or 595 Reward points.
Includes: Mannequins, Morning coffee / snacks, Lunch, Team Dinner, 
swag bag, Hotel (2 day stay) - More to follow. (Limited seating to 20)
For ticket sales call: 973-396-2654 or ask your sales consultants

ACADEMY EVENT
Monday June 13, 2022, 10:00am – 1:00pm EST
CREATIVE Color Lab
All participants will acquire different levels of information on the 
range. The relative information needed for the Creative Colorist. Tips 
on formulation, tonal choice and application to maximize the color 
performance as well as features, benefits, active ingredients and their 
effects. Learn the Law of milk_shake pro color portfolio.
Attendee investment: $ 39.00 or 39 Reward points.
Includes: Morning coffee / Snacks / Creative Permanent color Try me kit 
(Limited seating to 25)
For ticket sales call: 973-396-2654 or ask your sales consultants

@milkshakehairpro
Monday June 20 2022 12:00pm EST
Bloom Collection Cutting
Tune in for the ‘Method and Techniques’ used to achieve a salon friendly 
Collection look. A mid length haircut that includes internal layers and 
forward graduation with elevation to create a soft, but strong look that 
is on trend. Styling and finishing using milk_shake Lifestyling products, 
to create the final look.

Tuesday June 14th, 2022, 8:00 pm EST
The World of Decologic Lightening System
A complete range of lightening products suitable for your guest’s 
request of personalized lightening service. 6 lighteners, 8 toners, for 
controlled blond effects and trendy hues. Tune in for the complete 
experience.
Register in advance for this meeting:
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T
his father son team runs 
one of milk_shake’s flagship 
salons in the US. With a 
lifetime of salon experience 

between them, Dylan and Ian 
Foster know what it takes to grow 
and maintain a business during 
difficult times. They talked to us 
about the importance of creative 
cross-pollination and how having 
a product line you truly love can 
completely transform your business.

Salon Stats: Salon ID Midland Park, NJ
Instagram: @salon_i.d  
Owners: Dylan & Ian Foster
Years in Business: 15
Number of Employees: 16
Most popular service: color 
(Dylan is a milk_shake PRO educator!)

What’s something that you think sets you 
apart from other salons in the area? 
In our salon we have a lot of cross pollination that 
happens. We are not the type of salon that is afraid 
of our clients going to one of the other stylists in 
the salon. So if we see a better fit for a particular 
look with another stylist, I'll say hey listen, go see 
my coworker, who is a master at this

What’s your proudest accomplishment over 
the last year?  
[Dylan] I think have been achieving really great 
success with just client retention and being pretty 
busy compared to some places. [Ian] I'll keep it a 
little simpler, like we're still open!

Why did you decide to use/carry milk_shake 
products? 
They do a lot to support our business through the 
promos that they run. If you really are business-
minded and oriented, this company has so many 
opportunities for you to indulge and also save money 
at the same time. So if you're really strong business 
person, this company couldn't make it easier for 
you to become very successful. Aside from the 
products being amazing, That's really important 
to us is having a company standing behind our 
business and this company delivers.

Salon Spotlight

Dylan and Ian also talked a LOT about their favorite 
new product launches… but we can’t share those 
details just yet…stay tuned!
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 size oz salon price

milk_shake   
color maintainer shampoo  1.7 5.50   
color maintainer shampoo  3.4 8.00   
color maintainer shampoo  10.1 13.50 
color maintainer shampoo  33.8 33.50 
color maintainer conditioner  1.7 5.50   
color maintainer conditioner  3.4 8.00   
color maintainer conditioner  10.1  13.50 
color maintainer conditioner  33.8 33.50 
leave in conditioner  2.5 5.50
leave in conditioner  11.8  15.00 
leave In conditioner  16.9 19.50 
leave in conditioner  33.8  33.50 
incredible milk  1.7  8.00   
incredible milk  5.1  16.50 
daily frequent shampoo 10.1  13.50
daily frequent shampoo 33.8  33.50
daily frequent conditioner 10.1  13.50
daily frequent conditioner  33.8  33.50
deep cleansing shampoo 10.1  13.50
deep cleansing shampoo 33.8  33.50
whipped cream  1.7 5.50 
whipped cream  3.4  8.00  
whipped cream  6.8  15.00
deep color mantainer balm 5.9  15.00
deep color mantainer balm 16.8  37.00
  
milk_shake masks  
active milk mask  8.4  15.00 
active milk mask  16.8  29.00
active yogurt mask  8.4  15.00 
active yogurt mask  16.8  29.00
  
milk_shake no frizz  
glistening milk  4.2  16.00
glistening serum 3.4  18.00
glistening argan oil  0.34  5.50  
glistening argan oil  1.7  21.00
glistening argan oil  8.4  46.00
  
milk_shake volume solution 
volume solution shampoo 10.1  14.00 
volume solution shampoo 33.8  35.00
volume solution conditioner 10.1  14.00 
volume solution conditioner 33.8  35.00
volume solution styling 5.9  17.00
  
milk_shake curl passion  
curl passion shampoo  10.1  15.00
curl passion shampoo  33.8  35.00
curl passion conditioner  10.1  17.00
curl passion conditioner  33.8  42.00
curl passion leave in  10.1 15.50

milk_shake moisture plus   
moisture plus shampoo  1.7  5.50
moisture plus shampoo  3.4 9.00  
moisture plus shampoo  10.1 16.00 
moisture plus shampoo  33.8 35.00
moisture plus conditioner  1.7 5.50
moisture plus conditioner  3.4 9.00  
moisture plus conditioner  8.4  17.00
moisture plus conditioner  33.8 41.00
moisture plus whipped cream  3.4 9.00  
moisture plus whipped cream  6.8 16.00
moisture plus lotion  6x0.4 21.00

milk_shake silver shine 
silver shine shampoo  1.7 5.50
silver shine shampoo  3.4  9.00  
silver shine shampoo  10.1 16.00
silver shine shampoo  33.8  35.00
silver shine light shampoo    10.1  16.00
silver shine light shampoo  33.8    35.00
silver shine whipped cream 6.8  16.00
silver shine conditioner  1.7 5.50
silver shine conditioner  3.4  9.00  
silver shine conditioner  8.4  17.00
silver shine conditioner  33.8    41.00
  
milk_shake sensorial mint 
sensorial mint shampoo 10.1  13.50 
sensorial mint shampoo 33.8  33.50
sensorial mint conditioner 10.1  13.50 
sensorial mint conditioner 33.8  33.50

 size oz salon price

milk_shake icy blond 
icy blond shampoo  10.1  16.00
icy blond shampoo  33.8  36.00
icy blond conditioner  8.4 oz  17.00
icy blond conditioner  33.8  41.00

milk_shake cold brunette
cold brunette shampoo  10.1  16.00
cold brunette shampoo  33.8  36.00
cold brunette conditioner  8.4  17.00
cold brunette conditioner  33.8  41.00 

milk_shake sweet camomile 
sweet camomile shampoo  10.1  14.00
sweet camomile shampoo  33.8  33.50
sweet camomile conditioner 10.1  14.00
sweet camomile conditioner 33.8  33.50
sweet camomile leave in 5.1  14.00
  
milk_shake scalp care 
energizing blend shampoo  10.1  16.50
energizing blend shampoo  33.8  37.00
energizing blend conditioner  10.1  16.50
energizing blend conditioner 33.8  37.00
energizing blend treatment 1.1  22.50
purifying blend shampoo  10.1  16.50
purifying blend shampoo  33.8  37.00
normalizing blend shampoo  10.1  16.50
normalizing blend shampoo  33.8  37.00
  
milk_shake integrity system 
integrity nourishing shampoo  1.7 5.50
integrity nourishing shampoo 3.4 9.00  
integrity nourishing shampoo 10.1  16.50
integrity nourishing shampoo 33.8  37.00
integrity nourishing conditioner  1.7 5.50
integrity nourishing conditioner  3.4  9.00
integrity nourishing conditioner 10.1  16.50
integrity nourishing conditioner 33.8  37.00
integrity intensive treatment  3.4  9.00  
integrity intensive treatment 6.8  16.50
integrity intensive treatment 16.8  32.00
integrity repairing hair lotion 8 x 0.4  25.50
integrity muru muru butter 6.8  27.00
integrity incredible oil     1.7     26.00
integrity incredible oil     3.4 47.00
integrity rebuilder  16.8  66.00
integrity fiber sealant  16.8  55.00
integrity leave in  8.4  18.00

milk_shake lifestyling  
extra strong hold hairspray 9.15  15.00
strong hold hairspray  3.4  8.00  
strong hold hairspray  16.8  16.00
medium hold hairspray  3.4  8.00  
medium hold hairspray  16.8  16.00
strong eco hairspray  8.4  19.00
dry shampoo  1.6 9.00  
dry shampoo  4.75  15.00
smoothing cream  5.1 15.00
liquid styler  8.4 15.00
styling potion  5.9 16.00
texturizing spritz  5.9 15.00
shaping foam  8.4 16.00
texturizing cream  3.4 16.00
freehand paste  3.4 16.00
design wax  3.4 16.00
thermo protector  6.8 16.00
curl perfectionist  5.1  15.00
let it shine  6.8  16.00
braid grease  3.4   16.00
braid cream  3.4   16.00
braid lotion  5.1   16.00
curl shaper  6.8 19.00
fixing paste 3.4 17.50
powder pop 0.18 19.00
blow-dry primer  6.8 16.00
medium hold gel  6.8 16.00
amazing  1.7 7.00  
amazing  6.8    19.00
amazing curls & waves  1.7  7.00
amazing curls & waves 6.8    16.00

milk_shake color refresh  
SOS roots  2.5   17.00
color whipped cream  3.4 11.00

 size oz salon price

K respect
K respect treatment  8.4    109.00
preparing shampoo  25    30.00
smoothing shampoo  8.4    16.00
smoothing shampoo  25     30.00
smoothing conditioner  8.4    16.00
smoothing conditioner  25    30.00
smoothing maintainer mist  5.1    24.00
dispenser  8.4    7.00  
dispenser  25    10.00
  
milk_shake illuminate  
illuminate lightening oil 10.1  39.00
illuminate quick light 6.8 30.00
illuminate pure pigment 3.4 25.50

milk_shake direct color   
conditioning direct color  3.4  13.50

milk_shake permanent color 
creative permanent color 3.4  10.00 
9 minutes color  3.4  10.00
oxidizing emulsion 33.8  10.50 
  
milk_shake smoothies 
semi permanent color  
smoothies 3.4  9.50  
activating emulsion  33.8  10.50
intensive activating emulsion  33.8  10.50
light activating emulsion  33.8  10.50

milk_shake the gloss 
demi permanent color
the gloss   2.03    7.90 
the gloss neutral  8.4      15.90
the gloss activator  33.5      10.90

milk_shake color specifics 
acid color sealer  6.8  14.50
color sealing conditioner  33.8  35.00
color sealing shampoo  33.8  35.00
instant remover  8.4  9.50  
pro color equalizer  8.4  14.50
powerful protector  8.4  25.00
color split 3.4 35.50

booster system 
safe lightener complex      48 x 0.17   105.00 

decologic
total roots lightener 7.0   22.00
total roots lightener  1.76  8.00  
tone controller  2.0  8.00  
blue lightening powder  35.27  49.90
blue lightening powder  70.55  89.90 
blue lightening powder 2.82 8.00  
lightening powder  17.64  29.90
lightening powder 2.82 8.00  
level 9 17.64 33.00
level 9 2.82 8.00
level 9 refill  70.55    109.00
clay balayage lightener  14.11 33.00
clay balayage lightener  2.82 8.00  
black lightening cream  7.0    32.00

NO INHIBITION styling  
smoothing cream 6.7  15.00
curl definer 5.1  15.00
fluid gloss 1.7  16.00
volumizing & styling foam 8.4  16.00
texturizing & volumizing foam 8.4  15.00
glaze 7.6  15.00
styling gel 7.6  15.00
wet hard gel 6.7  15.00
modeling wax 1.7  15.00
moulding mudd 2.5  15.00
sticky paste 2.5  15.00
defining & shinig wax 2.5  15.00
volumizer hairspray 13.5  14.00
12 wonders  4.7  15.00
silkening milk  4.7  15.00
matt volumizing powder 0.18  14.00
sea salt spray 8.4  15.00
body booster 8.4  15.00
strong hold gel  6.8  16.00
  
NO INHIBITION multicolor  
multicolor permanent color 3.4 6.50
oxidizing emulsion 33.8 8.50
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For beautiful brunettes


